POSITION: Group leader @ The Summer Master in Sustainable Citizenship, UN CAMPUS, in Turin, Northern Italy

THE PROJECT:
In the context of an agreement with the Turin United Nations campus, we are elaborating a study program to be conducted in English for students aged 11 to 14 and 15 to 18, concerning the themes of the Sustainable Development Goals for the year 2030. Our aim is to help our students become sustainable citizens: young people aware of their own potential and of the great challenges that await them, able to begin imagining how to use their own talents in the search for possible solutions for the community.

To expose the students to the English language on the one hand, and on the other to concrete experiences and examples of best practices, we are selecting young professionals from diverse backgrounds with a story to tell about the theme of sustainable development: experience as volunteers; work with NGOs; studies in scientific fields focusing on digitalisation, green energy, nano-technology, robotics, AI, or innovative economic models...

WHO WITH: I Viaggi di Tels and the Cultural Association Il Mondo di Tels/The World of TELS. We are a Tour Operator specialising in high quality educational tourism in English, in Italy, Uk, Australia and USA. For many years now we have been teaching English through cultural exchanges and immersion experiences, and have developed a teaching method that allows young people to enhance their personal growth, in English. Full details will be communicated to candidates who pass the first two phases of the selection process. www.iviaggiditels.it, www.theoriginalhistorywalks.org

WHERE: The United Nations Campus in the city of Turin - Northern Italy:

PERIOD: July 2021 (minimum 2 weeks stay)
Summer Master weeks:
Sun 4 – Sun 11 July
Sun 11 – Sat 17 July
Sun 18 – Sun 25 July
Sun 25 – Sat 31 July

YOU MUST
- Be a mother-tongue or proficiency (C2) level speaker of English
- Incarnate the qualities of a Sustainable Citizen thanks to your studies and previous experiences
- Have already worked with adolescents
- Have organisational and leadership skills and the ability to take on responsibility
- Good team-working abilities
WE'RE ALSO LOOKING FOR:
Passion and initiative
Creativity, flexibility and lateral thinking
Generosity, kindness and empathy
Focus and determination
Willingness to take part in light sporting activities as referee and coach

TASKS
A work rota of approximately 8-hr shifts will be organised, alternating the following tasks:

- English teaching using TELS educational resources
- Collaborating with the TELS Director of Studies prior to the work period to elaborate together two 2-hr interactive workshops/lessons to perform with the students a week, focusing on your skills/fields of study/profession
- Introduce in English, supervise and participate in afternoon and evening activities
- Night watch (supervising corridors, etc)

WHAT WE OFFER:
Full board accommodation at the campus
1.000 euros gross (about 700 net) for a fortnight for junior group leaders

SELECTION PROCESS:
Step 1: send your CV and a short presentation video to elena@iviaggiditels.it by 15th March
Step 2: complete a written task on a given topic (preparation of a lesson plan, an in-basket exercise, a short assignment…) and send it to elena@iviaggiditels.it
Step 3: Skype interview with the director of studies
Step 4: Skype interview with the CEO